Pigments for

Colorful Life

Manufacturers & Exporters of

PHTHALOCYANINE PIGMENTS

onson
Pigments Pvt. Ltd.

An ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 &
OHSAS 18001:2007 Certified Company

A successful venture of

onson
Pigments Pvt. Ltd.

RONSON Pigments Pvt. Ltd. is one of India's leading manufacturers
and exporters of Phthalocyanine Pigments and caters to the leading
INK, PAINT, MASTERBATCH, TEXTILE & RUBBER companies world
over.
RONSON group is a reputed and renowned chemical industry group based
in Gujarat, India having interest in Organic Chemicals, Speciality Polymers,
Organic Pigments, Intermediates and Agro Chemicals.
We are a Government Recognized STAR EXPORT HOUSE
with ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 & OHSAS
18001:2007 certifications. Our products have consistent
quality and we follow environment friendly manufacturing
practices, compliance with safety & health standards
backed by excellent services.
The company has established an enduring partnership
with customers world over, who consume our pigments
that are manufactured as per international standards for
various applications such as inks, paints, plastics etc. We
export our products in North America, South America,
Europe, Middle East, Far East - Asia & CIS Countries. We have our market presence in more
than 40 countries, in five continents.

Promise of a very different
experience of dealing, for you...
Ronson Pigments Pvt. Ltd. is poised to take the
big step towards entering the top layer of big
players.
Being a group company of highly successful
RONSON Group, we are aiming high with capacities
even higher. We have an advantage of being
strategically located in the industrial city of
Ankleshwar, Gujarat.
Our vision is to build long-term human relationship, the
expertise comes from our 'team-worshiping' and our
overall approach is human - that is the difference you will
feel when you deal with us.
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A company that believes in Human Touch
at every step, from production to delivery...

Shades you can select
Colour Index Name

Description

Mass Tone

Pigment
Alpha Blue 15:0

Clean & Red Shade
Alpha Blue 15.0
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Pigment
Alpha Blue 15:0

Clean & Greener Shade
Alpha Blue 15.0
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Pigment
Alpha Blue 15:1

Clean & Red Shade
Heat Stable 15.1
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Pigment
Beta Blue 15:3

Standard
Beta Blue 15.3
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Pigment
Beta Blue 15:4

Standard
Beta Blue 15.4
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Pigment Green 7

Standard Yellow
Shade green
For Multi Purpose Use
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Pigment Green 7

Standard Blue
Shade Green
For Multi Purpose Use
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Pigment
Yellow - 12

Clean Red Shade
Yellow - 12
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Pigment
Yellow - 12

Clear Lemon Shade
Yellow - 12
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Pigment
Orange - 13

Clean Yellow Shade
Orange - 13
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Pigment
Orange - 13

Clear Red Shade
Orange - 13

PRODUCTS
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1:5 Tint

Organic Intermediates
Copper Phthalocyanine Crude (CPC)

Applications for Human endeavors
Plastic

Paints

Inks

Textile
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Rubber

Detergent & Soap

onson
Pigments Pvt. Ltd.

Human assets & capacity building
Being the part of RONSON group, the infrastructure back
bone of Ronson Pigments Pvt. Ltd. also can be relied upon.
Ronson Pigments Pvt. Ltd. is fully equipped with modern
machineries to meet the global demand of quality Pigments.
Like the parent company, Ronson Pigments Pvt. Ltd. also
strives for larger goals, so cutting the corners does not gel with
the strategic growth.
We believe in gradual capacity building to suit the market
advancement.
Infrastructure and well equipped production facilities are definitely our
strengths, but the other equally valuable strength is our hard working,
loyal and quality conscious human force. Because what finally matters
to the customer is how well the people and the product performed for
them.
Yet, for a company that entered the Pigment industry very late, a well planned
building with various manufacturing, mixing and processing units etc. is in the
place as basic requirements.
PIGMENT BLUE, PIGMENT GREEN AND COPPER PHTHALOCYANINE CRUDE
ARE PRODUCED AT THREE INDEPENDENT FACILITIES.
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A clear thrust on quality control and R&D
As a well stated policy of satisfying the global customers,
RONSON never compromises on quality.
A well equipped laboratory serves as the purpose of checking
all the quality parameters as well as in-house Research &
Development activities.
The usual equipments such as Roll-mills, Vibro-shaker,
Muller, Auto Applicator, Spectrophotometer and many
more are there and we are in the process of acquiring
more, with a conscious effort to improve the quality management system.

Continuous quest for the quality
People love colours. But for that, all qualitative parameters have to be perfectly
in place, in to the product they use as the customers, whether it’s a piece of
textile, a plastic item, a rubber-toy, a coating of paint... whatever.
Technicality of the perfect pigment is our responsibility. Quality is a continuous quest, here at
RONSON. We keep updating our knowledge and production methods, keep in touch with the
market trends, keep trying newer equations and applications for a break through.
All of us are real quality control freaks! We think every single pack has to satisfy the user,
small or big. So each and every batch is tested and approved before being packed.

The difference is, Human approach
There are only a few genuine companies around, so you
have to compare only a handful of companies and
Ronson Pigments Pvt. Ltd. becomes most
distinguished with its human approach to overall
production process and fair dealings.
Customer delight is an article of faith for us. We make sure you get the best
possible product at most competitive prices, supported by excellent logistic
and prompt shipments.
In short, reliability and humanity are in abundance at RONSON Group. We
aim at enduring partnership with all our business associates world over.
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Human inspiration Global aspiration
Colours and human spirit have a fascinating relationship.
Natural colours have inspired mankind to emulate the
same vibrancy in producing the colours technologically.
Thus produced colours once again provide inspiration to
society. We at Ronson Pigments Pvt. Ltd., are using this
inspiration to achieve our global aspirations.
Dealing with the global market is not new for the RONSON Group.
We are in to 40 countries, spread over 5 continents. We have
personally visited and cultivated these highly sophisticated
markets. Our relationship with these international buyers is
testimony to our claim of ‘human touch’. Of course our quality
standards, adherence to specifications and schedules and overall
logistic excellence help in creating enduring partnership with our
business associates world over. We always believe in long-term
partnerships.

Concern for Environment
We are socially responsible..!
Colours are products inspired by nature. So it becomes our duty
not to harm the environment. Air and water pollution is common in
Pigment manufacturing, but we have clear-cut policy of setting up
effluent treatment facility first and then embark on production.
We have our own Effluent Treatment plant that
takes care of our concern for the environment.
We are the only pigment manufacturer to install RO
System to reduce the water pollution, as we care for
environment.
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Packaging
We understand the importance of packaging and it varying needs. We have different packaging
options as required by our customers.

HDPE Bags

Paper Bags

Strong and Sturdy, Exportworty
HDPE Bags.
In 10 Kg. 20 Kg. & 25 Kg packing.

Environment friendly packing with
special Polly pack inside.
In 10 kg., 20 kg., 25 kg.units

Corrugated Box

Various Drums

Light weight yet sturdy packing.
Convenient in stacking.
In 10/20/25 kg.units

Best for larger consignment and storage
purpose, available in
Fibre, MS and HDPE drums. (25 kg. units)
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An ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 &
OHSAS 18001:2007 Certified Company

E-mail : exports@ronsonpigments.com
Web
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: www.ronsonpigments.com

